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SUBSOILER RANGE

The Sumo subsoiler range offers machines to suit
conventional arable, grassland or low disturbance systems.
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Why subsoil
grassland?

With spiralling input
costs, it makes financial
sense to optimise the
yield and quality of
grassland production
through better soil
management.
The SUMO GRASSLAND
SUBSOILER (GLS)
has been designed
with features that
give farmers, equine
establishments,
and sports field
groundspeople the
opportunity to do
just that!
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IN ONE PASS THE GLS WILL:

1 Leading row of straight, serrated discs mounted
on individually suspended arms that cut through
the turf. Adjustable depth position via a one-bolt
system.

3

Shark fin packer designed to leave an aerated,
consolidated, and level finish across the full
working width.

2

Hydraulic double acting auto reset protected, low
draught legs c/w pin adjustable depth control
from 100 to 350mm, and featuring quick change
one-piece narrow wing points

4 Optional following harrow for disturbing and
scattering dead vegetation and surface debris.

This will leave a soil environment that is conducive to maximum grass growth, leading to more vigorous
crops that are better suited to withstand both periods of prolonged rainfall or drought.

”

The Sumo Grassland Subsoiler does a fantastic job. You can instantly see the
benefit to improved land drainage, and one of my wettest fields is now one of my driest!
My organic customers have told me how much better their grass is now because
more oxygen is being created in the soil from reduced compaction, and this is
helping to release nitrogen and other nutrients for uptake by the roots.

On the GLS I particularly like the new knock-on points, and I can regularly get 50-70 acres
worth of work out of a set. I also really like the big full width spiked packer that leaves
the field very flat and level ready for taking a cut of grass off a few
weeks later. As for the build quality, well I think you would probably
break the tractor before the Sumo!
Mike Hughes (Farmer & Contractor), Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire
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”
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GRASSLAND SUBSOILER (GLS)

MODEL

3 Leg S/P
3 Leg A/R
4 Leg S/P
4 Leg A/R
5 leg S/P
5 Leg A/R

FIRSTLY....

SECONDLY....

A leading row of straight,
serrated discs cut through the
turf on individually suspended
arms.

The legs, cut from 20mm
Hardox steel have a one
piece point fitted to the
leg, which will lift and
fracture the earth at a
pin adjustable depth of
100 – 350mm.

The discs have adjustable depth
positions which are easily
altered via a one-bolt system.
This allows the following
subsoiler legs easy entry into
the pre-cut soil.

The legs have the option
of shear pin or auto reset.
A leading row of
adjustable discs
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auto-reset leg

WORKING
WIDTH

2.3m
2.3m
2.3m
2.3m
2.8m
2.8m

”

I purchased our GLS 5 leg auto-reset in March 2010

and have done over 1,500 acres of work with it already.
I pull it behind a 270hp Cat Challenger 55 crawler and

this speaks volumes for its build quality. I’m very pleased
with the GLS, it does an excellent job, and really does
improve the land drainage.

”

Lyn Davies (Contractor), St.Clears, Carmarthen

VERSATILITY

The GLS points are designed to create minimal surface disturbance in
grassland and because of this, the GLS is a particularly suitable machine to use for one pass establishment of oilseed rape into stubble,
greatly reducing cost of production.

Seed can be broadcast in bands behind
each leg and due to there being
minimal soil disturbance between the
legs, the surface remains largely sterile.

TRANSPORT
WIDTH

LEG
SPACING

TYPE

HP

2.5m
2.5m
2.5m
2.5m
2.9m
2.9m

833mm
833mm
580mm
580mm
580mm
580mm

Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid

100+
100+
115+
115+
135+
135+

Subsequently, weeds will be discouraged
from germinating and competing with the
newly emerging crop using this system,
leading to better established crops which
should require less chemical input.

The low disturbance grassland legs
and points can be interchanged
with the Trio arable leg and point
so that the GLS can be used as an
arable subsoiler as well! This makes
the GLS a truly versatile all-round
subsoiler.

THIRDLY....

AND FINALLY....

The full width packer, with a diameter of
508mm, consolidates the land back down
level again.

The optional scarifying
harrow disturbs and removes
any dead vegetation as well
as scattering any surface
debris. It also helps to put a
covering of soil on any seed
that is applied during the
operation.

The shark fin design ensures important
surface aeration, as well as closing up and
firming the opening which the leg has
made in the worked pasture. The shark
fins also act as a continuous, positive
drive that keeps the packer turning in any
conditions. A row of individual scrapers
mounted on the packer frame keep the
packer running clean at all times.

The shark fin design

The harrow bar is adjustable
to give more or less
aggressiveness, and can be
completely raised out of
work when not required.
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Scarifying harrow (optional)
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LOW DISTURBANCE SUBSOILER (LDS)
The Low Disturbance Subsoiler

situations. Low disturbance winged

is specially designed to work in

points then lift and shatter the soil

conjunction with ‘zero’ and ‘minimal

profile across the working width of the

tillage’ crop establishment systems. It

machine followed by a consolidating

has the ability to alleviate compaction

packer roller to suit different soil types.

with the absolute minimum of surface

With the addition of a Sumo Seeder kit

disturbance allowing oxygen and water
infiltration. A serrated straight cutting
disc cuts a clear slot for the following
loosening leg in trashy high residue
WORKING
WIDTH(m)

TRANSPORT
WIDTH(m)

NUMBER
OF LEGS

LEG SPACING
(mm)

TYPE

LDS 3 T

3m

3.1m

6

500mm

Rigid

LDS 3 F

3m

3.1m

6

500mm

Rigid

LDS 3 R

3m

3.1m

6

500mm

Rigid

LDS 3 M

3m

3.1m

6

500mm

Rigid

LDS 3.5 T

3.5m

3.6m

7

500mm

Rigid

LDS 3.5 F

3.5m

3.6m

7

500mm

Rigid

LDS 3.5 R

3.5m

3.6m

7

500mm

Rigid

LDS 3.5 M

3.5m

3.6m

7

500mm

Rigid

LDS 4 T

4m

2.9m

8

500mm

Hyd Fold

LDS 4 F

4m

2.9m

8

500mm

Hyd Fold

LDS 4 R

4m

2.9m

8

500mm

Hyd Fold

LDS 4 M

4m

2.9m

8

500mm

Hyd Fold

LDS 5 T

5m

2.9m

10

500mm

Hyd Fold

MODEL

LDS 5 F

5m

2.9m

10

500mm

Hyd Fold

LDS 5 R

5m

2.9m

10

500mm

Hyd Fold

LDS 5 M

5m

2.9m

10

500mm

Hyd Fold		

Features
3, 3.5, 4 and 5m
working widths

Hydraulically retractable
legs for road transport

500mm leg spacing

Cat 3 and 4 headstock

Pressure adjustable
auto-reset leg
protection

Sumoseeder kit option
for OSR establishment
(includes access steps)
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Straight front serrated disc on
shock resistant rubber mounts
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Pin adjustable low
disturbance loosening legs
(100-350mm working depth)

CHOICE OF 4 PACKERS
the LDS can then be used as a very
cost effective way to sow OSR
directly into stubble, with no prior
cultivations with the added bonus
of lower inter-row grass weed
germination and fuel saving.

T Type (tyre) packer - for
use in min-till or zero-till
stubble applications

F Type (flat) packer – for
use in arable and grassland
applications

R Type (ring) packer specifically for the purpose
of ‘band sowing’ oilseed rape

M Type (Multipacka) packerall purpose cultivation packer.

CHOICE OF 2 LOOSENING LEG & 3 POINT OPTIONS

Road lighting kit

Working parts layout

Folded

www.sumo1.com
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ARABLE MOUNTED SUBSOILER
All machines feature a
V-shaped frame which lets
soil and trash flow more
efficiently, allowing the legs
to be run closer together,
giving total loosening.
The design of the
Subsoiler point/leg
arrangement means
that the forward
mounted point creates
a wedge under the soil,
lifting and cracking the
soil profile ahead of
the leg and, in doing
so, opens a slot for the
leg to run through,
reducing the amount of
power needed to move
forward in the soil.
This aggressive action
increases the aeration,
leaving a surface 50-100
mm raised. The SUMO
range of subsoilers can
be used as a secondary
source of cultivation, in
most cases leaving the
surface ready to drill.

MODEL

WORKING
WIDTH

TRANSPORT
WIDTH

LEG
SPACING

TYPE

HP

Sub 3 Leg S/P

2.7 m

3.0 m

900 mm

Rigid

150Hp+

Sub 3 Leg A/R

2.7 m

3.0 m

900 mm

Rigid

150Hp+
150Hp+

Sub 4 Leg S/P

2.8 m

3.0 m

650 mm

Rigid

Sub 4 Leg A/R

2.8 m

3.0 m

650 mm

Rigid

150Hp+

Sub 5 Leg S/P

3.4 m

3.6 m

650 mm

Rigid

150Hp+

Sub 5 Leg A/R

3.4 m

3.6 m

650 mm

Rigid

150Hp+

Sub 7 Leg S/P

4.55m

4.7m

650mm

Rigid

250Hp+

Sub 7 Leg A/R

4.55m

4.7m

650mm

Rigid

250Hp+

Features
250 x 150 x 16mm main
frame
Cat 3 & 4 heavy-duty linkage
Max 500mm depth
25mm main profiles
Multi-shear pin or auto
reset protection
8

Pin depth adjustment
Single bolt to replace the
point assembly, resulting in
vastly reduced downtime
All 2016 models will
feature the option of
straight leading discs.
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ARABLE TRAILED SUBSOILER
All machines feature a V-shaped frame
which lets soil and trash flow more
efficiently, allowing the legs to be run
closer together, giving total loosening.
The design of the Subsoiler point/leg
arrangement means that the forward mounted
point creates a wedge under the soil, lifting and
cracking the soil profile ahead of the leg and, in
doing so, opens a slot for the leg to runthrough,
reducing the amount of power needed to move
forward in the soil. This aggressive action
increases the aeration, leaving a surface

MODEL

WORKING
WIDTH

TRANSPORT
WIDTH

50-100 mm raised. The SUMO range of subsoilers
can be used as a secondary source of cultivation,
in most cases leaving the surface ready to drill.

LEG
SPACING

TYPE

Sub 7 Leg Trailed S/P

4.7 m

2.9 m

650 mm Hyd Folding 350Hp+

Sub 7 Leg Trailed A/R

4.7 m

2.9 m

650 mm Hyd Folding 350Hp+

Sub 9 Leg Trailed S/P

5.9 m

2.9 m

650 mm Hyd Folding 450Hp+

Sub 9 Leg Trailed A/R

5.9 m

2.9 m

650 mm Hyd Folding 450Hp+

Features
250 x 150 x 16mm main
frame
Cat 3 & 4 heavy-duty linkage
Max 500mm depth
25mm main profiles
Multi-shear pin or auto
reset protection
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HP

Pin depth adjustment
Single bolt to replace the
point assembly, resulting in
vastly reduced downtime
All 2016 models will
feature the option of
straight leading discs.
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SUMOSEEDER
The Sumoseeder
is designed
to accurately
distribute small
seeds, Fitted to a
Sumo Subsoiler GLS or
LDS will reduce passes
and lower establishment costs.
Featuring the new Sumo ORGA (patent
applied for) metering system for accurate
and even product flow, the Sumoseeder has
a simple but innovative design, with easy
access for emptying, calibrating and cleaning.

Outlet kit

Universal outlets fit any sized box

Regardless of density or consistency, the Sumoseeder has the ability to apply a variety of products like
OSR, mustard, grass or slug pellets.

OSR

Slug pellets

Grass Seed

Mustard

Features
180ltr hopper capacity
Modular design 6-12 outlet
metering head for 2.5 to 6
metre working widths
Each extra outlet kit is
supplied with relevant
piping, outlets and brackets

Adjustable universal seed
outlets allowing band or full
width application
Radar controlled speed
measurement
RDS Wizard controller
Twin electric fans

www.sumo1.com

One touch calibration
Fan speed and low level
product alarms
Area meter
Forward speed display
Tank light
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LIQUID INJECTION SYSTEM
The Sumo slurry and liquid waste injection
system has been developed as an additional
option to the existing GLS (Grassland Subsoiler)
and LDS (Low Disturbance Subsoiler), both
well-established products for alleviating
compaction in grassland and arable situations.
The system is designed to be used with any
umbilical spreading system or tanker based system
with 3 point linkage, and can apply all slurry and
liquid manures, thus increasing grass DM yield.

The injection system can be fitted to
any new 4 or 5 leg GLS and any new LDS.

BENEFITS OF LIQUID INJECTION WITH SLURRY.
More grass yield
from slurry
injection

6

tonnes DM/ha

5.5
5.87

5
4.5
4

Splash
Plate

5.02

5.55
4.77

Dribble
bar

4” Bauer couplings
Swivelling umbilical arm
Distribution Head (outlets to
be determined by machine)
All necessary pipe work to legs

Injection
Trailing
shoe

Grass DM yield

Features

Injection units for legs
Macerator optional

YOUR SUMO DEALER
Sumo UK Ltd
Redgates, Melbourne,
York YO42 4RG
T
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Sumo UK Ltd reserve the right to make any alterations without prior notice. All specifications are to be used as guides only. A full version of Sumo Uk Ltd Terms & Conditions of Business is available on request
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